COMMON SENSE
John Prine

Intro:  G C D G

G       C
YOU CAN'T LIVE TOGETHER  YOU CAN'T LIVE ALONE
D       G
CONSIDERING THE WEATHER OH, MY, HOW YOU'VE GROWN
C
FROM THE MEN IN THE FACTORIES  TO THE WILD KANGAROO
D
LIKE THOSE BIRDS OF A FEATHER  THEY'RE GATHERING TOGETHER
G
AND FEELING EXACTLY LIKE YOU

G       C
THEY GOT MESMERIZED BY LULLABIES  AND LIMBO DANCED IN PAIRS
D
PLEASE LOCK THAT DOOR  IT DON'T MAKE MUCH SENSE THAT COMMON SENSE
G
DON'T MAKE NO SENSE NO MORE.
C       C       G
JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME
C       G       D       G
IT'S LIKE... PULLING WHEN YOU OUGHT TO BE SHOVIN'
G       D       G
LIKE --- A NUN WITH HER HEAD IN THE OVEN
C       G       D       G
PLEASE--- DON'T TELL ME THAT THIS REALLY WASN'T NOTHING

Instrumental:   G C D G

ONE OF THESE DAYS  ONE OF THESE NIGHTS
YOU'LL TAKE OFF YOUR HAT AND THEY'LL READ YOU YOUR RIGHTS
YOU'LL WANNA GET HIGH EVERYTIME YOU FEEL LOW
HEY, QUEEN ISABELLA STAY AWAY FROM THAT FELLA
HE'LL JUST GET YOU INTO TROUBLE, YOU KNOW?

BUT THEY CAME HERE BY BOATS AND THEY CAME HERE BY PLANE
THEY BLISTERED THEIR HANDS AND THEY BURNED OUT THEIR BRAIN
ALL DREAMING A DREAM THAT'LL NEVER COME TRUE
HEY, DON'T GIVE ME NO TROUBLE OR I'LL CALL UP MY DOUBLE
WE'LL PLAY PIGGY-IN-THE-MIDDLE WITH YOU

YOU'LL GET MESMERIZED BY ALIBIS AND LIMBO DANCE IN PAIRS
PLEASE LOCK THAT DOOR
IT DON'T MAKE MUCH SENSE THAT COMMON SENSE
DON'T MAKE NO SENSE NO MORE.
IT DON'T MAKE MUCH SENSE THAT COMMON SENSE
DON'T MAKE NO SENSE NO MORE.
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